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Introduction 

Calligraphy, derived from the Greek for “beautiful writing”, is an ancient and 
dichotomous art form. Its skillful execution requires both a thorough knowledge of the 
correct size, form, and proportions of various letterforms and the artistry and design savvy to 
render the letter forms in a harmonious and beautifully executed way. This balance of 
technical precision and design savvy make it an exciting and incredibly useful art form.

�   �   �

Examples of different calligraphic approaches: broad edge, pointed pen, and brush.

Many cultures around the world have rich calligraphic traditions. Chinese and Japanese 
calligraphy is characterized by the use of a brush and very thin rice paper, and is recognized 
not only as a form of fine art, but as a type of meditative practice. Islamic calligraphy 
flourished in the Islamic Golden Age and traditionally used a qalam, a pen made of a single 
reed or piece of bamboo, and a wide array of colorful inks. There are strong calligraphic 
traditions in India, Ethiopia, Georgia, Greece, and Tibet as well.

Western calligraphy, and more specifically calligraphy using the Latin alphabet, has its 
roots in the later years of Roman Empire and has grown and evolved over the centuries from 
the sole province of religious scribes creating illuminated manuscripts to serving as the 
foundation for a variety of modern typesets. Modern calligraphy has emerged as a hobby and 
means of artistic expression among journallers, scrapbookers, historians, stationery 
aficionados, and professional artists alike.  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Scope Notes and Formatting 

At its most fundamental level, the only tools required to practice calligraphy are a page, 
a pen, and ink. However, as any aspiring hobbyist knows, even the act of procuring the 
essentials can lead one down a rabbit hole of unfamiliar terminology, unfriendly 
abbreviations, and general uncertainty about the process.

This thesaurus was created as a primer to help aspiring calligraphers and handlettering 
artists understand the various tools and materials that can be utilized in different modern 
calligraphic techniques. The “modern” qualifier has been added primarily to limit the scope 
of this thesaurus to more modern techniques and materials as opposed to more traditional 
approaches that might include arcane materials not easily procured in an art supply store.

Abbreviations and Relationship Indicators

The abbreviations and relationship indicators used in this thesaurus are as follows:

BT Broader term Indicates a more general hierarchical concept.

NT Narrower term Indicates a more specific hierarchical concept.

RT Related term Indicates a concept that is associated with another term in the 
hierarchy at approximately the same level of specificity.

SN Scope note Indicates a specific working definition for a hierarchical concept. 
Scope notes will be included only when further clarification of a 
concept is required or if the concept is invoking a non-standard 
definition of the word.

USE Use For main entry synonyms that are heavily interchangeable among 
experts, this indicator is used to indicate the preferred term within 
this thesaurus.

UF Used for Indicates a synonym of the main entry term which is included for 
clarification purposes, but is not prevailing enough a use-case to 
include as a main entry term with USE.
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Hierarchical Display

The hierarchical display is comprised of three facets: primary tools and materials, 
secondary tools and materials, and styles of calligraphy. With the exception of calligraphy 
styles, facets will not be used as an entry term, as they are named to serve as convenient 
general categories rather than as officially recognized industry terms. Therefore, the scope for 
the first two facets will be defined for users directly below.

Primary tools and materials covers the essential tools and materials (paper, writing 
implements, and ink) in their wide variety of forms. The secondary tools and materials facet 
encompasses the variety of accessories that, while not considered essentials, are nevertheless 
important tools to have in one’s arsenal. This facet covers measurement tools such as rulers 
and t-squares, correction tools such as erasers, and support tools such as inkwells and 
paperweights.

The third and final facet covers the different calligraphy styles. This facet does not go 
into specific calligraphic alphabets so much as general approaches a calligrapher might take 
to creating letters, which may require different materials or tools. Further information about 
this entry term can be found in the alphabetical display.

In some instances, subfacets are included to help organize and subcategorize preferred 
terms which are not intended for indexing use and will not be included in the alphabetical 
display, but will be used to help define relationship indicators. These subfacets are indicated 
with <carrot brackets>.

Alphabetical Display

The alphabetical display uses INSPEC display standards, meaning all entries will be 
bolded and lower-case except in cases of proper nouns. The order of the relationship 
indicators will be as follows:

1. entry term
2. scope note (SN)
3. used for (UF)
4. narrower term (NT)
5. broader term (BT)
6. related term (RT)  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Hierarchical Display 

PRIMARY TOOLS AND MATERIALS
paper

<paper with guide lines>
grid paper
dot grid paper

<textured paper>
calligraphy paper
printing paper
watercolor paper (cold press)

<smooth paper>
Bristol paper
parchment paper
tracing paper
watercolor paper (hot press)

writing implements
pens

<pens without ink reservoirs>
nib pens

nibs
pointed nibs
chiseled nibs
round nibs
drawing nibs
ballpoint nibs

nib holders
straight nib holders
oblique nib holders

glass pens
quill pens
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reed pens
<pens with ink reservoirs>

fountain pens
ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

pencils
wooden pencils
mechanical pencils

drafting pencils
lead holders

brushes
<brushes by bristle material>

natural fiber brushes
synthetic fiber brushes

<brushes by function>
calligraphy brushes
paint brushes

ink
fountain pen ink
India ink
sumi ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

SECONDARY TOOLS AND MATERIALS
measurement tools

rulers
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grid rulers
rolling rulers
centering rulers

compasses
protractors
t-squares
lettering guides

correction tools
erasers
eraser shields
masking fluid
gum arabic

support tools
pencil sharpeners
inkwells
paperweights
converters

CALLIGRAPHY STYLES
broad edge calligraphy
pointed pen calligraphy
brush lettering
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Alphabetical Display 

acrylic ink
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
drawing ink
sumi ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

ballpoint nibs
SN Refers specifically to a type of metal nib for use with nib holders and not 
to ballpoint pens as a whole.

BT nibs
RT pointed nibs

chiseled nibs
round nibs
drawing nibs

ballpoint pens
BT pens
RT fountain pens

ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

Bristol paper
SN Refers to the pads of paper rather than the larger display boards.
BT paper
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RT parchment paper
tracing paper
watercolor paper (hot press)

broad edge calligraphy
SN A style of calligraphy which generally uses a flat-edged, inflexible pen 
nib and is characterized by a structured, more formal appearance. 

Traditional calligraphic alphabets such as Gothic, Italic, and Uncial are 
examples of broad edge calligraphy.

UF broad edged calligraphy
flat tip calligraphy
Italic nib calligraphy

BT calligraphy styles
RT brush lettering

pointed pen calligraphy

brush lettering
SN A style of calligraphy which generally uses a brush or brush pen and is 
characterized by a more organic, gradual change in line and stroke 

thickness as a result of the flexibility of the brush.
BT calligraphy styles
RT broad edge calligraphy

pointed pen calligraphy

brush pens
SN Brush pens in this case is intended to encompass both liquid ink pens 
with flexible acrylic tips as well as felt-tip pens that are specifically 

designed to be brush pens. For the purposes of this thesaurus, felt-tip pens 
as a category excludes brush pens.

BT pens
RT fountain pens

ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
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felt-tip pens

brushes
SN Refers specifically to brushes with no internal ink reservoir.
NT natural fiber brushes

synthetic fiber brushes
calligraphy brushes
paint brushes

BT writing implements
RT pens

pencils
gouache paint

calligraphy brushes
SN Refers to a specific type of round barreled brush most traditionally used 
in Chinese and Japanese calligraphy, but with broad applications in 

modern Latin brush calligraphy as well.
BT brushes
RT paint brushes

calligraphy paper
BT paper
RT printing paper

watercolor paper (cold press)

calligraphy styles
SN Refers to the approach or alphabet a calligrapher might choose to 
employ. Specific styles or approaches often require different tools.

NT broad edge calligraphy
brush lettering
pointed pen calligraphy

centering rulers
BT rulers
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RT rolling rulers
grid rulers

chiseled nibs
UF Italic nibs
BT nibs
RT pointed nibs

round nibs
drawing nibs
ballpoint nibs

compasses
BT measuring tools
RT rulers

protractors
t-squares
lettering guides

converters
SN A refillable reservoir used with fountain pens in lieu of replaceable 
prefilled ink cartridges.

BT support tools
RT paperweights

pencil sharpeners
inkwells
ink
fountain pens

correction tools
SN Correction tools refer not only to tools which help to repair or undo 
mistakes once they’ve been made, but also to tools that provide a 

preventative effect on mistakes.
NT erasers

eraser shields
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masking fluid
gum arabic

RT measurement tools
support tools

dot grid paper
BT paper
RT grid paper

dip pens USE nib pens

drafting pencils
BT mechanical pencils
RT t-squares

drawing ink
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
sumi ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

drawing nibs
BT nibs
RT pointed nibs

chiseled nibs
round nibs
ballpoint nibs

eraser shields
BT correction tools
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RT erasers
masking fluid
gum arabic
pencils

erasers
BT correction tools
RT eraser shields

masking fluid
gum arabic
pencils

felt-tip pens
SN For the purposes of this thesaurus, felt-tip pens as a category excludes 
brush pens, which are their own enter term.

BT pens
RT fountain pens

ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
brush pens

fountain pen ink
BT ink
RT India ink

sumi ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint
fountain pens

fountain pens
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SN Used as an RT for nib pens because of the shape of the nib, but otherwise 
maintains more commonality with other pens with built-in ink 

reservoirs.
BT pens
RT nib pens

ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

gel pens
BT pens
RT fountain pens

ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

glass pens
BT pens
RT nib pens

quill pens
reed pens

gouache paint
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
sumi ink
watercolor paint
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brushes

grid paper
BT paper
RT dot grid paper

grid rulers
BT rulers
RT rolling rulers

centering rulers

gum arabic
SN Serves as a thickening agent for inks and pigments to help prevent ink 
feathering and make thin ink more manageable with nib pens.

BT correction tools
RT erasers

eraser shields
masking fluid
ink
nib pens

India ink
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

sumi ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

ink
SN The general header “ink” in this thesaurus is designed to serve as a 
catchall term not only for different varieties of inks, but also specific 
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types of paint that are commonly employed for use with nib pens for 
calligraphy purposes.

NT fountain pen ink
India ink
sumi ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

RT paper
writing implements
inkwells
gum arabic

inkstands USE inkwells

inkwells
UF inkstands

ink stands
ink wells

BT support tools
RT paperweights

pencil sharpeners
converters
ink
nib pens

iron gall ink
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
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sumi ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

Italic nibs USE chiseled nibs

lead holders
BT pencils
RT wooden pencils

mechanical pencils
eraser shields

lettering guides
SN Lettering guides here refers to a range of items such as address box 
guides and angle measuring guides that help guide lettering in real time.

BT measuring tools
RT rulers

protractors
t-squares
compasses

masking fluid
SN Used to prevent ink from soaking into paper. Can be used to prevent 
error or for stylistic effect with watercolor paints.

BT correction tools
RT erasers

eraser shields
gum arabic
watercolor paper
watercolor paint
brushes
gouache paint

measurement tools
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SN The overlap was so great between straightedge tools and measurement 
tools that straightedge tools was not included as a preferred term. 

Measurement tools served a more flexible definition.
NT rulers

compasses
protractors
t-squares
lettering guides

RT correction tools
support tools

mechanical pencils
NT drafting pencils
BT pencils
RT wooden pencils

mechanical pencils
lead holders

monoline nibs USE round nibs

natural fiber brushes
BT brushes
RT synthetic fiber brushes

nib holders
NT oblique nib holders

straight nib holders
BT nib pens
RT nibs

nib pens
SN Nib pens in this instance refers specifically to the assembled component 
parts of “nib” and “nib holder”.

UF dip pens
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NT nibs
nib holders

BT pens
RT glass pens

quill pens
reed pens
fountain pens
gum arabic
inkwells

nibs
NT pointed nibs

chiseled nibs
round nibs
drawing nibs
ballpoint nibs

BT nib pens
RT nib holders

oblique nib holders
SN Refers to a type of nib holder, either constructed of one solid piece or 
with a metal prong holder, designed to hold a nib at a more optimal 45 

degree angle while writing.
BT nib holders
RT straight nib holders

paint brushes
BT brushes
RT calligraphy brushes

paper
NT grid paper

dot grid paper
calligraphy paper
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Bristol paper
parchment paper
tracing paper
printing paper
watercolor paper

RT ink
paperweights
writing utensils

paperweights
BT support tools
RT inkwells

pencil sharpeners
converters
paper

parchment paper
SN Refers to wood pulp modern paper made for printing, not to the 
traditional meaning of the word (the untanned skin of an animal) or to 

the paper used for baking purposes.
BT paper
RT Bristol paper

tracing paper
watercolor paper (hot press)

pencil sharpeners
BT support tools
RT inkwells

paperweights
converters
pencils
erasers

pencils
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NT wooden pencils
mechanical pencils
lead holders

BT writing implements
RT pens

brushes

pens
NT nib pens

glass pens
quill pens
reed pens
fountain pens
ballpoint pens
rollerball pens
gel pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

BT writing implements
RT pencils

brushes

pointed nibs
BT nibs
RT chiseled nibs

round nibs
drawing nibs
ballpoint nibs

pointed pen calligraphy
SN A style of calligraphy which generally uses a flexible, pointed metal pen 
nib and is characterized by the roundness of its letterforms and the sharp 

contrast between thick and thin pen strokes. The Spencerian and 
Copperplate alphabets are two examples of pointed pen calligraphy, 
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although it is a form that lends itself well to experimenting with form and 
proportion.

UF flex nib calligraphy
modern calligraphy

RT broad edge calligraphy
brush lettering

printing paper
BT paper
RT calligraphy paper

watercolor paper (cold press)

protractors
BT measuring tools
RT rulers

compasses
t-squares
lettering guides

quill pens
BT pens
RT nib pens

glass pens
reed pens

reed pens
BT pens
RT nib pens

glass pens
quill pens

rollerball pens
BT pens
RT fountain pens
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ballpoint pens
gel pens
brush pens
felt-tip pens

rolling rulers
BT rulers
RT grid rulers

centering rulers

round nibs
UF monoline nibs
BT nibs
RT pointed nibs

chiseled nibs
drawing nibs
ballpoint nibs

rulers
NT grid rulers

rolling rulers
centering rulers

BT measurement tools
RT compasses

protractors
t-squares
lettering guides

straight nib holders
BT nib holders
RT oblique nib holders

straightedge tools USE measurement tools
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sumi ink
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
gouache paint
watercolor paint

support tools
SN This category refers to materials and tools that serve support functions 
for other essential tools, but may not themselves be considered an 

essential tool.
NT pencil sharpeners

inkwells
paperweights
converters

RT correction tools
measurement tools

synthetic fiber brushes
BT brushes
RT natural fiber brushes

t-squares
BT measuring tools
RT rulers

protractors
compasses
lettering guides

tracing paper
BT paper
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RT Bristol paper
parchment paper
watercolor paper (hot press)

watercolor paint
BT ink
RT fountain pen ink

India ink
drawing ink
acrylic ink
iron gall ink
sumi ink
gouache paint
brushes
watercolor paper

watercolor paper
SN In the hierarchical display, watercolor paper was subdivided as 
watercolor paper (cold press) and watercolor paper (hot press). This is 

because the texture of cold press paper versus hot press paper is very 
different and would therefore be used for different purposes.

BT paper
RT calligraphy paper

printing paper
Bristol paper
parchment paper
tracing paper
watercolor paint
brushes

wooden pencils
BT pencils
RT mechanical pencils

lead holders
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writing implements
NT pens

pencils
brushes

RT paper
ink  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